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We often smile (and frown) while we talk. Listeners to such affective speech have 
to integrate the affective and the linguistic cues in the speech signal. Following up 
on earlier work (see Quené et al., 2012), we investigated whether and how 
affective phonetics (i.e. vocal expressions such as smiling) and affective 
semantics (sentence-level meaning) interact during spoken language 
comprehension of sentences and how perspective modifies these interactions. We 
explored this by presenting phonetically and semantically manipulated spoken 
Dutch sentences to listeners while collecting behavioral and neural (ERP) 
measurements.  
 
The target materials consisted of utterances that contained a positive or negative 
content word. Additionally, perspective was taken into account so that sentences 
were in first person (‘ik’) or in third person (‘hij’ or ‘ze’). Utterances were 
phonetically manipulated using Praat’s LPC analysis and resynthesis. Between 
analysis and resynthesis, the formant frequencies were manipulated (upwards or 
downwards shift: 10%) to imitate the spectral effects of facial expressions while 
talking (Ohala, 1980; Quené et al., 2012). This resulted in affective congruent 
realizations (positive – smiling, negative – frowning), or affective incongruent 
realizations (negative – smiling, positive – frowning). As a control measure we 
constructed neutral utterances that were as similar as possible to the target 
materials, but without being affective in nature. These sentences had a low 
frequent or high frequent content word and they carried neutral articulation. The 
same LPC analysis and resynthesis were used, but without altering the formants. 
This resulted in phonetically neutral synthetic realizations (high frequent – 
neutral, low frequent neutral). See examples below. 
 
Table 1: Example sentences 

☺ = smile manipulation 

� = frown manipulation 

� = neutral  
 
EXPERIMENTAL 

DESIGN1 

Perspective 

1st person 3rd person 

Congruent Ik word erg vrolijk van hem ☺ 

Ik word erg somber van hem � 

Hij/ze wordt erg vrolijk van hem ☺ 

Hij/ze wordt erg somber van hem � 

Incongruent  Ik word erg somber van hem ☺  

Ik word erg vrolijk van hem � 

Hij/ze wordt erg vrolijk van hem � 

Hij/ze wordt erg somber van hem ☺ 

Low frequent Ik word erg bedrijvig hierdoor � Hij/ze wordt erg bedrijvig hierdoor � 

High frequent Ik word erg wakker van koffie � Hij/ze wordt erg wakker van koffie �  

 
In the EEG study, participants just listened to the utterances while we measured 
their brain response 200 ms before until 1000 ms after the onset of the critical 
word. In the behavioral study, two different groups of participants were asked to 
jugde wether the utterance (truncated at the offset of the critical word) was 

                                           
1 Gloss:  

• Ik/hij/ze word(t) erg vrolijk/somber van hem 
‘I/he/she become(s) very cheerful/sad because of him’  

• Ik/hij/ze word(t) erg bedrijvig/wakker … 
‘I/he/she become(s) very active/alert … 



positive/negative (in terms of meaning), or smiling/frowning (in terms of 
articulation).  
 
The general predictions were that incongruent sentences were responded to more 
slowly and eliciting a greater N400 component than congruent sentences. We 
were especially interested in the effect of perspective on affective sentences: 
would listening to first person perspective result in a qualitative and/or 
quantitative different response than the responses to third person perspective? 
We hypothesized that perspective would modify the effects found in the affective 
sentences, but not in the control sentences because in the first case first person 
perspective conveys direct information about the affective state of the speaker, 
while in the latter case there is no affective information in the speech signal.  
 
Results will be discussed in the light of affective processing and how smiling and 
frowning influence the way listeners process speech. We will also discuss 
perspective and how perspective modifies responses to affective stimuli.  
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